A Good Tuesday morning to you all!

Here’s what we discussed this morning at our meeting of the Emergency Group:

- The Starfish Progress Survey is taking place now. It is critical for us to get the information before end of day tomorrow.
- Our Advising staff made an absolutely awesome to contact the 257 students who received Starfish attendance flags.
  - 75 of the 257 responded to email
  - 182 phone calls were made to students who did not respond to the email outreach, and contact was made with 131 of them
  - 26 messages were left on students’ phones
  - We did not have contact information for 25 students, due to phones not being in service or incorrect numbers
- We believe that we are doing everything that we can to maintain contact with students, and we will keep at it through social media, Starfish, OSE events, etc.
- All OSE services and events will continue throughout Spring Break.
- Faculty have been invited to submit pictures/posters to encourage students to remain engaged. The pictures will be made into a video for social media. This is the first in what will be a series of social media and web posts that feature our faculty cheering on our Guttman students.
- Today, HR will be sending to all non-faculty employees a depot link to report “Remote Work Expectations.” Please respond to the depot message.
- HR has updated its website to include a special coronavirus section at https://guttman.cuny.edu/faculty-staff/human-resources/coronavirus-info/
  - It includes much important information, so check it out!

Let me close with some great student news, with thanks to Career Strategist Atiya Jackson. Maya Burgess, Pasang Shepra, and Cheyenne Paige have won acceptance into the Summer Health Professionals Education Program (SHPEP). Our students will be attending the program at Rutgers (Maya and Pasang) and Columbia (Cheyenne), and we have a fourth student on the waiting list for Howard University. Eight Guttman students applied, and with three gaining acceptance and one waiting, we can be proud indeed of all our students who applied and very appreciative of Atiya Jackson for her work.

Have a good day!
Linda
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